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A shell explodes and five soldier's in excellent- physical

,health become casualties of

second develops blurred vis

0

One loses,his voice. A

'A third tearfully cries out

-to his sergeant to be hfeld and rocked. Another wanders aim-
,

lesly in circles and'a.fifth soldier convulses uncontrollably.

Such are the varied and often incomprehensible effects of

shell shock, one of the few bepavioral disorder:s whose onset

can be observed and clearly tied to an environmental deter*

°. When irst recognized as-a major combat problem in/Wo d'

War. the YmPtoms ofAhdll shock were thought 'to arise - Thom

the concuss ve effects of shieT,explosions. This orga

diagnobis pl ced the locus of tl*,

Inappropriate treatment strategies

is

roblem within they soldier.

esulted in uncured cases

remaining in eterans' hospital for Many years.
\-:.'''.,\ j

.

During th time.ot'the Second WorldWar, the psychogenic
1

114atur4 or ahelAls\nock was better understold.,' The formula
.

PREDISPOSITION L S STRESS EQUALS NEUROSES (Watkins, 1919)

becamethe foundat on for developing therapeutic approaches.

. . . .

Rest and psychoth spy were the treatments of choice'., Hos-

:
j

. .

'tdtalization was
'

e emphasized and many men improved drama-
'

-

tically after a felf days' rest, relaxation and sympathetic

encouragement. Soldi rs whose symptoms did not quickly Abate

received'psychotherapY of the type that had proven to be
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effective years earlier with hysterical symptoms. A .111,ain-
,

main-

stay ofkthis therapy was hypnosis.

When finally understood in terms of psychOdynamic forces

the problem of shell shock (variously referred to -as war'
f

A
.12euroses .combat fatigue and. gross stress reactions) was

on its way to beihg solyed.,_
.

":
Ambther behavioral. problem for society emer ng into

major proportions .out of World War I is what w w refer to

well

as learning disabilities. Universal conscription and the
Ts;

.

'simultaneous development of group:tests put mental measurement,

on a .mass production basis and direCted public attention t1D the'

large number of men who.did not.acsuire'fundamental school

skills, especially reading proficiency. fthis-Ioroblem, now of

.epidemic magnitude, has not yielded so readily 'to solutiOn as
4

has shell shock, perhaps because$ unlike the armed services,

schools cannpt bring to bear on the problem unified and :coordin.,

ated dihgnostic and treatment services.

The twin problems of shell shock dhd learning disabilities

iAt
..share a common emergence into epidemic proportions. Can we

make gains towards solving learning problems of children by

viewing them through the frame'r'rk of the shell'shock model

psychopatholiw?

The shell shock model.is essentially pdychodynamic and

-

.this branch of psychiatry and psychology has never found favor

In publiceducatiOn7. Especially in the-education.of the hands-

.

capped it is increasingly pushed into the backgftund by the

o
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popularity, of neurological/percepual impairment and behavior mod-
.

Afication diagnostX0 conceptions and teaching strategies.
.

-Freud is dead. The 1325 page Second Handbook of Research on

Teaching' (1973) contains seven references to Freud 121 the index.

..The first of ,these states.; "Although ,tectidentit ins,tYie. me'n'tal `hygiene

...movement psychology was neglected in edubetional

ychology."

20 say the les,,St, ideas

fexualitz, oedipal
.

/

such as the unconscious, infantile

and castration anxiety are difficult

to dedl with in public e cation. Furthermore, a one-dimenSional

empheMis on intrpsychic eqi 3..et in psychoanalysis offered little

help to the harried teacher Vying to educate-the learning disordered
.

In'addition, psychoanalysis has been often very unfriendly
"1',

toward pedagogy, point ng put Vie dangers inherent in the education-

al process when it tris to forcea the child to fulfill the dema2ids

of the 'adult world (Freud, 1954; 1960).

.One of the more obvious exampleA of the impotence of psychoanal-

ysis, in education 'is the lack-of-iirg in thetclasOroom resulting
\°

from the many studies .which have relate, unresolved oedipal striving's

a

to underachievement (Buxbaum, 1965;, Grunebaum et al, 1962; Hellman

1954; Morrow and Wilson, 1961; Proctor', 1958, 1967; SpeAry et al,

3o4sa)
. . -

\ \ \

In ipresent"day child study practice the 41.s very little consist-

eration%given to the deterriinant role that s kelated anxiety may be ;,

playina'in the underachievement and/or learning\dieability iroblem.

7eotplementary to the psychoanalyt cally oriented studies cited
. .

above there are'severa1 epidemiologica tendencieswhioh call for
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'0.oser pxamination'of the.stresses created by male/female inter-

,aCt.1:on, in the learning
situation.. Of particular significance for

the oedipal hypothesis is the high failure'rate of girls as comp-.

.
ared with boys in Germany where the proportion 'of male teachers in

the elementary schools is also high (Spache'and Spache', 1969).

this is, of course,
opposite to the American condition of high

'

failure rate for boys in an educational system of female teachers.

As male teachers begin to appear in American schools, from about'

the fourth grade upward, the underachieVemIt
rate in girls begins

- to approach that of boys (Tyler, 1965). This may also be a function

of sex :anxiqy Increash'.;
relation to peer interaction as latency'

ends., Lessening sexual anxiety may also .a significant factor -in

studies that show,greater reading
achievement for boys who are sep

arated into groups for instruction (Spache and-Spache, 1960z

ConeeTtsof uneven sex-differen sated, biological maturation

do not serve well'in explaining these relationships between sex and

school achievement., By, integrating Freudian nations of psychosexual

.:development with shell shodk dynamics we, n' find a common syndrome

...
. 4- .-

in the hysterical dissociative. reaction whidh mayprovide a rationale

.

1

..

for these sex differences.

hh

, .

Freud linked hysteria.tolinreOpived
oedlpa2\wishes. Later

theoretical viewpoints xecognized that conflicts involving aggression
.

and dependency deriving from.pre-cedipal
level& of psychosexual dev-

elopment also .resulted in'hystAical
reac4ons. .The War neuroses ,

frequently mani'ested by hysterical"symptoms, brought an' emphasis on

the importance.of environmental
stress in the etiology of hysteria.
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Current nbsology diffeAltiaies hysteria into the'separate but

-closely related classifications of conversion reation and dissocia.

time reaction. The essential difference-is-the symptom target, body

or mind. They have :in common an inappropriate split in the behavior

or consciousness which affects a circumscribed Motor', sensory or

cognitive function or which episodi7dally involves the .entire person-

ality.

/
,VyTdcai conversion reactions include; motor symptoms paralyses,

ties, and tremors;, ,sensory symp °Ms-, anesthesias, parathesfai, and

hyperesthesias; visceral symptoms anorexia, vomiting, bulimie. and

hiccupi (Anthony, 1967).

/

The disSociative reactions include amnesias, various trance states,

somnambulism, multiple personality, and frenzied violent states

such as "running amok".

The'cOnversion reactions appear to be diminishing in incidence
a,

-both in shell shock casualtiis and in contemporary mental health

practice in the general populatiOn. The term "conversion" remains
1.

in popular ubage.tosindicate that a .physical sympton has psychogenic

etiology but it is beComing recognized that the underlying psychophysio-

logical mechanism for all the hysteriaq is best defined is "dissociation'.

West (1967) describes dissoCiation in information processing' terms;

as a "psychophysiological process whereby information - incoming,
I

'stored, or outgoing - is actively deflected from integration with its

usual or expected associations." If:it is specified thatthe condition

applies .particularly to 'written language information as it s processed

by a child oradequate intelligence who has' had normal learning opport-
.

tilnilles, then one has a definition of dyslexia, a specificsleaimilig
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11.400re4a0tionalde'finitiOn of dissociation is.given

English and English (

'(ci condition in whic

lng 'a certain unity

irit4 the°.rest of'pers

*s16xia is a s

independent of the b

958) as follows;.

a

... a process whereby

). a group of PsYohological
activities possess-

ong themselvesiose most of their relationships

nalit and function more or less independently."

cifit leax:ning defidrency.which is more or less

ally conceived learning capacity we call intell-

Agence. it is this s parate

dissociative reaction but wh

Split-off quality that likens it to a

h also gives rise to 'hypotheses of

organic damage.

'Thus far the shell,
shock/schoca.shock concept of learning dis-

order has lapel). discussed in psychodynamitopersPective . Shell shag

reactions, have also been satisfactorilyexplained, in learning-theory

.

terms (Dollard and Miller, 1950;* Miler, 1972). In this casette,
L

symptoms-are seen as learned responses reinforced by the reduction

of anxiety. DYslexia may also be seen as a learned response reinforced

by anxiety reduction although.some
research tends to negate this

°premise..

Gaudry and Spielberger (1971), in their examination of the 'rel-

ationship between anxiety and learning, rePort that some studies show

33:5) relationship, a feW show.thatanxietYVacilitates perforfaanter but.".

'

the overwhelMing weight of evidence ,consistently points to a negative
r.

relation between anxiety and various measures of learning and'academic

achievement: ----

.0n the other hand Atey (1970) concludes that researchers have

ailed_ to find any- relationship between-anXiety anti reading ability.-
.

In my own clinical observations-of.
htindreds of poor reading
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children,' have found that the very poorest readers with normal

Intelligence have the least manifest anxiety. As reading proficiency/.

increases so does anxiety to a pOint where reading skills again de-

teriorate as high anxiety ,leVels are_ reached. The very high-anzious

. .

children usually read better than the very low-anxious.

By and large, research 9n anxiety and achievement does not dis-

tinquish between lqw anxiety which may be a function of the absenc e)

of stress and low anxiety which .may be an outcome of compensatory'

defenses in the face of stress. My belief ip that researchers are

not inclined to fully explore the correlates of lot anxiety for .the

same reason that educatori and clinicians doanot see a low-anxious
.

non-reader as
.

emotionally 4isturbed.

',ow anxiety is usually equated with normal persqnality function-
.

ing whereas it may be pathognomic to,,,the same extent as is high anx-

iety. A reasonably good understanding of normal anxiety eludes us

at the present time. Organizing our research designs and clinical

--assessments around.the dimensions of excitatory and inhibitory behavior

might clarify the ambivalenCe-we have about low anxiety.'

'When a learniggdisability
is accompanied by low manifest anx-

iety (la belle indifference) the emotional adjustment of thelchild,

I

must be questioned-before
remedial practices are instituted. Special

education may have iatrqgenic effects. Same 'sex eaching specialists

may increase dependency. Opposite 'sex teachers nay increase anxiety
-t

and strengthen defenses. If successful.,, edua n may re-f

.move, the defense.structure and leave the child open to establishing.

new pathological- behaviorpatterns.'

; Groen (1970) has discussed the substitution aspebt of pathology

as A exists-amonr the Alternatives of,psyohoni4Atic., psychOpathb"-

9

.
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logic and psychosomatic, reactions. This ,substitution phenonftnon

ie,aParent in school pathology. The pupil with-a specific. learning

Oisorder of significant ma tude often has excellent attendance

record, is in relatively d health, does not ;exhibit poor conduct.

.
and will profess a liking for school. The normal or high achieving

pupil whb has an underlying emotional
disturbance may have a poor

2

attendance record because of illness or school. phobic reactions but

,does not become aggressively anti-social or delinquent. The aggress-:

ive, Conduct disordered child may be a mild underachiever'because of

factors of non-conforming,
inattentive behavior or truancy but his

learning processes will be intact and he will be.ill only rarely-.
/ .

The chronically ill pupil is often a normal or high achiever and will

exhibit conforming: and non-a xious behavior when in school. ,

This going together of various personality and behaVior char-

acteristics Is the basis for personality type theories. It is not

evidence for the existence of symptom substitution in the individual

but ldgic Aictates,that contravening one major trait would influence

the int.?grity of the type causing change i.n''the other traits.

My clinical experience cOnfirms'the existence-of symptom sub-

etitution in a limited sense. Parents have reported pre - school be-

haviors smch as Stuttering and hyperactIVity
existing/cprior to a

learning disorder... 'or. the most part, the'clinical evidence for

stability of the.learning
tlisilrder is- more impressive.

We do not see .children subsituting. their learning disorders%

or other symptoms because current special education techniques and

.

practices do not work very well to 'remove. this_ defense. ,Pedagogy

*lees a-stlidy such as Bysenckis' (1952) work on the ffects.of

10
1

.1
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psychotherapy to help 'develop a healthy skepticism, toward special

'education outcomes..

; The. problem of ymptom substitution for children is a very

real one for, unlike much., of adult patholoal the determinant of the

xelief;
. .

defensive reaction is often still operating so that syMptom

in,this case thiciugh academic therapy, is not a sufficient'!'

goal.

:.From the standpoint 0f epidemiology the increasing*incidence
4'

of learning disorders as hysterical dissociative reactions may be

a substitution for the diminishing gross manifestations of conversion

symptoms. The intellect, is becoming increasingly vulnerable as a.
0

symptom target Vecause of the iemoticnal investment by parents and
,

gOvernments'In academic achievement. The workplace of the-fighting

soldier has changed from trench'to foxhole. to helicopter and the

Self worth of the mile chid now resides in brain competence not, ,
.brawn and this is the new.focus.for anxiety formation in our times.

Another perspective for examining. learning disorders, especially
.

dyslexia, as.a dissociative readtion is from theyiewpoint of hyp-

.;

mOsAs.. 2retd referred to hypnosis as an artificial hysteria. A.

dissociative'reaction may be understood as a Xorm of spontaneous

hypnosis or hypnosis can be explalned as a controlled dissociative

'state. In,either case, the fund oTiatrmation that exists about

hypnodis should be mostly applicable to .the'study of dyslexia a

vl
in_hysterical dissociative reaction.

Unwittingly, teachers are the most practiced of all hyp&tists.
. . .

The, child who has unresolved oedipal strivings or who is overly d'e-

,

.Pindent4upon the parent of the opposlte sex; Yt ll readily transfer
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this dependency to. a teacher of the apposite .sex. In the read

..leason.conditions are ideal, for trance induction. The child's

emotions are running high in expectation of the reading performance.

The surrogate parent apprOaches. 'A summation'of what has been called

test anxiety and what has been called, castration anXiety heightens

the emotional response. The child is instructed to.focus attention

narrowly upon a letttr or word ..The intense state of concentration

blends.into the hypnoidor dissociative s,e.

Spontaneous hypnosls frequently produces an intensification.of

existing personality components (Kline, 1958). The introverted child

may becoMe more inhibited at this moment an may, remain silent, with

consciousness temporarily arrested in a split configuration, perhaps
,..

partly focused upon the word and partly turned inward, Groping for
.

meaninas.or pronunciation or fantasizing on a theme unrelated to the ,

reading taSk. Eventually the teacher will call upon another pupil

to recite'and with the.lessening of anxiety the reading trance be-

havior will be reinforced and, after some repetition of these events,

comes to be known as dyslexia.

/ It can be seen from this illuetratio4 th6.t dyslexia is a problem

characterized by a long attention spanlirather than a short one. A

relatively.fixed, inward focusing attention is antagonistic to the

reading -process which. rectuiree a. 'le* .hie Inweal and outward oscilla-.,

ton of attention to ,accomplish the-tasks of word recognitiO'n and

comprehension.
.

I1

In effect what has just. been described happening to the child

..in the classroom is the reading reverie we all' experience from time

to time. Although our eyes continue to be engaged in the visual 2,

tracking tf the text our attention is deflected and we becortie.lost:"

.
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.1.12.- thought' and- erience a brief dissociative reaction until

,

./ ,

...

. .

-.

: some signea restores us to cognitive I(ego)*cpntrol. In this con-
.,

Sch ogl Shooji
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text It May be said ,that re?4.ing proceeds by:free dissociation,

and that tedintops-when attention stops oscillating and'becomea

fixed'in one direction. There is little research that directaY in-

Nystigates this interpretation of the reading ptbcess but thdre is
,

clinida.l. evidence and tangentialy related. expierimental evidonce,
, w
eaveci?..11y in th-hypnosis literature.(Boi/ers and Bowers,' 1972;

,.lingarcl.p. 1972)
_

' - ^ J

An ditonal explanation of sealing failure using the hypnosis

"mode l POssible. In psyclioanalytic'ego psychology hypnosi.is.

14g ded as a form .of regression, a tendency to shift from .6.71'higher":

to'a.*"lower" mental system Thfa may occur,under conditions of

stress and conflict without formal hypnosis induction. In the

teacher/pupil interaction in the-classroom, earlier,mode.A of perCept-

. -ion and cognition are
reactivated, especially irccases Where the

pupil is transference-prone. IA this case the pupil would not

remain mute but would attempt pronunciations, making numerous errors

such Is reversals, yinversions and letter confusions
typical of imp

mature visual-perceptual development.

gan a dissodiative reaction, reading (learning) disability
. ,

1'4
type be defined without resorting Ito-dbvtra# parallels such as hyp-

no4s? Probably so,:;In psychometrics the WISC teat will yield a
. ,

''''Wormance in the near average range and a Vertal I.Q. fifteen

to thirty points lower depending upon the severity, of the reaction.

Informaticzn will have the lOwest score in the Verbal scale. This

l'aftern has been noted as identifying,hYsteria'(Scafdr, 1948)

t.* 13

f.
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-There may also be a physiological indicator of the dissociative

-reaction in heart rate variabilityd Citing- other researchers Bowers

and Boiwers (l97) suggest that heart rate decelerates when a :person

8 oriented toward external sauedeS of stimulation and accelerates

when 'attention: is on the internal inanipulatioh of symbols. The

ciyslexic child whose attention 'ma.y.. be fixed inwardly' or outwardly

shciuld have a less' variable heart rate when reading aa compared with

.verformi.ng a task such''as the yric digit syMbol..

If diagnosticians are given the same license as they now have

it applyinr; -ate "minimal" concept to 'brain damage it would be found,

that a "minimal dissoCiativ eacti On" . clap si fi'c i on could,.apply to10,

'Li

',AI.

I

most learnin4: disabilities where ther is no gross ,intellectua.1 ..retard

ation, no overt emotional 'disturb.ance and no "hard" signs of brain
. a . . .

, 0,

am a . It has much to reeomrnend it over the minimal- brain damage/

perceptual impairment nosology. Inherent in these latter formulations

is the assumption, however veiledi of-s-tr-uctural-defect---whieh-itielf

C-6,nnot 'be: pepaired :-but Must:. ,be compensated. ..The.. 4de a that the.

locUs of the problem is within the child effectively evades thera-

-

.peutie'.'intertentibn in the crucial disturbed. family dynamics whI.Ch

underlies so 'many cases of 86°01 disordered behavior.-

The minimal dissociative ...reaction (Ilint) hypothesis is also

organrcally rooted but it is much more optimistic in `outlook as it
4.

assumes int7.ct anatomy but inhibited Suncti.oning of the physiolnical

defense mechanisms accompanied by compensatory psychological defenses.

This~etiology 'does not place the causes of learning disabilities beyond

the capabilities). Of the parents to
control or prevent.
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-Another asset of the 'MDR classification is in the "reaction"

. .
..

.appellation which implies 'temporary quAlity and which is ascribed

to the behavior rather. than to the person. ,
4, '

.
.0 . . ,

. ,

There is a bonus also in explaining the mechanism of. learning

-disability to parents and teachers- analogY to ,the dissociative

04

f

syndrome, of the multiple personality I have found it useful on

,occasion discuss the split functioning'of the edis3bled. learner

in terms of two personalities, th:e normally functioning one. in the

and: commUnitty roles and the disabled one in the school -role.

void A most important implication for education of. the MDR hypo-

thesis arises otit of the idea that 'attention becqmes relatively,

fixed on internal cognitive processes.' To counter this tendency

to have a "long" attention span or ,to_refdain_absorbed in fan,tasy,1

hniques would need to be developed to distract the learner, to

for stall- or interrupt the edtcational trance to'encourage a
A

freely oscillating attentive. ability.

-Tadhis0 toscopic presentation of reading material would. seem

to be an ideal appioach. The success of Fernald's yesthetic

!-

technique of reading instruction may be 3.11 some measure due tto

the channeling of attention 'outward to the tracing task as well

as to the visual task.-

A second teaching technique emphasis would be directed 'toward

the arr4ngement of anxiety-reducing psychomotor activity to be

contiguous with intellectual effort.- ' Gum chewing and 'lip movement



44:luring reading might be encouraged instead of prohibited. The

Jiand pacing technique of some speed reading systems may prove

facilitating far the ntasy-prone learner as well. as the' anxious
ApplauSe can be motivating .#1.1.a anxiety:-reducing. Y

and no answers can be expressed by a Ohow of '.hands, by ,bepaF1 move-.

silents and by' standing.

SoMe of these techniques may seem,trivial but they are .

0

-,mentioned here to -rai, se questions regarding the validity of many

Ogl

present=teachin of-olassroom behaviors.

1 To attain objectiVes of reducing sex related

a minimum of sex. disdrimination

iety with

t
school systems ;Would provide

male/female team teaching pairs in the elementary grades-and would

also emphaSize same-sex peer tutoring ,plans and more extensive

independent use of programmed instruction methods and,materials.

In defense of hypnosis' as a.,:iherapeutic modality Klirie (1958)

states "To employ hypnosis or other techniques requires a broader, .
p.

cOnceptualization-Of the.natu're of human behavior in one respect

lore'-organic in.-nature in another even more dynamic than psycho-/
ana;-Ysi-s." -I believe this statement-.,eesses very well the potent-

0

lal of .a dissociative reaction' lypotheiiS of '.learning disabili
to bridge the gap ?between organic and emotional diagnostic orien-

'

tations which is ndw'precariously spanned by the perceptual impairment

OlaSsification's
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